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Moroccan Christians Speak

How Do You Survive Your Life With Christ?

For the approximately 8,000 Christians living in Muslim-majority Morocco, life is not easy. They are not at ease in many other Muslim countries, and are often subjected to a myriad of restrictions, but in their religious freedom, they have many incentives attributed to them like other people who are not practicing Islam. They are never allowed to practice their religion in public, which means that they have to be careful about the way they dress and the way they interact with others. They cannot model these qualities for their children. Shah and Gill point out that religious persecution, repression, and instability contribute to the inability of religious people to plan, invest, build, teach, serve, and contribute in all sorts of ways to their larger society. In addition, they might well ask, “How does Morocco survive by quenching it?”

Over the last year and a half, Moroccan Christian adult citizens, 29 in all, were asked whether they would have a building for their church, if a pastor said he moves about with a bodyguard, if they wanted to open a school, if they would grow or grow “very fast,” if they would have a building for their church, if they would grow or grow “very fast,” if they would have a building for their church, if they would grow or grow “very fast,” if they would have a building for their church, if they would grow or grow “very fast,” if they would have a building for their church, if they would grow or grow “very fast.”

Of the 29, 19 said yes; another said, “I don’t do business”; one said “No—I feel scary to do business.” Of the 16 respondents mentioned this, two each mentioned meeting in smaller groups (16 respondents mentioned this), and two each mentioned changing meeting places from time to time. While they are using social media, phone apps, and personal computers to find inspiration and training, and to share ideas with both churched and unchurched contacts, many other Muslim cultures, but are still an everyday source of inspiration and training, and to share ideas with both churched and unchurched contacts, that is what they are doing. They are using social media, phone apps, and personal computers to find inspiration and training, and to share ideas with both churched and unchurched contacts, and are having a great impact on society.

The participants express desires to plan, invest, build, teach, serve, and contribute in all sorts of ways to their larger society. In the direction of the United States or Spain,
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